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Quantifi cation of impact-factors on 
seeding accuracy of sugar beets
The creation of precisely positioned plant compounds requires precision drills with high ac-
curacy of seed-placement at a pre-defi ned position. However, technical and environmental 
conditions have a signifi cant infl uence on the precision of seed-placement which leads to a de-
viation of actual seed-position to the target seed-position under certain conditions. In order to 
determine impact and dimensions of these conditions on deviation of seed-placement several 
experiments were conducted, which are presented in this paper.  
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■ Seeding of sugar-beets, as well as seeding of other row-
crops too, claims specifi c demands on seeding accuracy in 
order to achieve adequate distribution of the plants within 
the fi eld. Adequate distribution means uniform plant deve-
lopment on the one hand and easier heritage and harvest on 
the other [1]. Monogerm sugar beet seeds opened the pos-
sibility to use precision drills, to get a constant spacing of 
the plants. In order to achieve this constant spacing there 
are several demands on precision drills. Besides exact seed-
placement in cross-direction of the fi eld and correct planting 
depth exact plant spacing of the seeds in the row (length-
direction of the fi eld) is one of the most important demands 
on precision drills [2].  

The quality of operation can be determined by using a 
mobile or a stationary testing-equipment which detects the 
distance in length by means of a light bar directly at the see-
der [3]. Other tests aim at measuring the distance in length 
of the emerged plants in the fi eld with the help of measuring 
tapes or specifi c instruments [4].

One of the main problems of these measurements is the 
fact, that effects like rolling or jumping of seeds on the soil 
surface as well as the specifi c drop-parabola of the seeder 
are not recognized as a source of errors. For further appli-
cations in precision farming like optimized plant spacing in 
triangular compounds or machine hoeing of weeds in length- 
and cross-direction [5; 6; 7], which requires quadratic com-
pounds with equal spacing in length and cross direction, it is 
necessary to place the seeds as precisely as possible at their 
specifi ed positions [8]. For application of length- and cross-
machine hoeing an accuracy of ±10 mm is required [8]. 

Sources of imprecise seed-placement

When a seed is transported by the cell-wheel of a seeder, the 
seed takes the same velocity then the cell wheel (vzr). When 
the seeder is under forward motion with a specifi c velocity (vf ) 
and both velocities are the same there is no effect because both 
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velocity-vectors are in opposition and therefore eliminate each 
other out (zero-speed-effect). If the seed leaves the cell wheel, 
acceleration by gravity (g) impacts the seed. This movement 
creates kinetic energy because of the drop-height of the seed 
(Ekin) which has to be relieved when hitting the soil-surface. 
Depending on several soil properties this relieve of energy can 
end up in a movement of the seed on the soil as rolling or jum-
ping and therefore in a deviation from the specifi ed position. 
However, the specifi c form of the drop-parabola and deviations 
from this form have an infl uence on the deviation from the tar-
get-position too [8].  

Experimental site for measurement of seeding-accuracy

For quantifi cation of the deviation of seed-placements an ex-
perimental site with three different types of soil (sandy loam, 
silt loam, silty clay) was used. Length of this site was 9 m while 
width was 2 m. Special properties of the experimental site can 
be found at [9] as well as specifi c properties of the soils. The 
precision seeder was attached to a portal-slide which was dri-
ven by a 0.45 kW electrical motor with variable transmission. 
Two additional rolls on the left side and on the right side of 
the system arranged a precisely guidance of the portal-slide. 
Further details can be found in [9]. 

As test seeder the „Unicorn Synchrodrive“ mechanical see-
der from Franz Kleine GmbH (Salzkotten, Germany) was used 
for these experiments. In order to get a better control of the 
cell-wheel velocity the mechanical drive was replaced by an 
electrical one with variable transmission. Control of seeding-
depth was guaranteed by a separate roll. The axis of the cell-
wheel-drive was extended and a pin-wheel was attached which 
marked the position of each cell when the seed left the cell-
wheel (fi gure 1). Coverers and press wheels were detached.

Soil preparation was done before each repetition of the ex-
periment: the soil was grubbed and then leveled with a board. 
Subsequently the soil was recompacted by a roller and visually 
controlled for any irregularities.

For seeding sugar-beet the breed „Pauletta“ (KWS, Einbeck, 
Germany) was used. Diameter of these seeds varied between 
3.5 and 4.75 mm while single seed weight varied between 0.02 
and 0.036 g.

In order to quantify deviation of seed placement the pin 
stamps were marked with small poles and the distance from 
pole to seed position was measured. For a precise measurement 
a 90° angle was placed orthogonal to the steel bar, which was 
the runway for depth-control roll of the seeder. The long side 
of the angle was moved to the pole until it was in an upright 
position. The distance was measured with a set square and pole 
diameter was subtracted. For statistical proceedings of the raw-
data the software SPSS (version 17) was used.

Experimental procedure and data acquisition

In the experiments the limit of seed-placement deviation of 
10 mm [8] was met for velocities under 0.92 m • s-1 at 9 cm 
drop-height and for velocities up to 0.77 m • s-1 for 11 cm drop 

height only. For higher velocities the deviation of seed place-
ment increased and was signifi cantly higher than the limit. 
However, deviation of seed placement increased disproportio-
nally with increasing velocity and drop height (fi gure 2). 

The different soil types used in the experiments had no sig-
nifi cant infl uence on deviation of seed-placement for all veloci-
ties and drop heights. 

Discussion

The measurement of deviation of seed placements was easy to 
handle with the confi guration presented in our article and de-
livered constant results for several repetitions of the same sce-
nario. The maximum velocity of 1.5 m • s-1 was limited by the 
dimension of the experimental site. For further experiments 
with higher velocities an acceleration-track and a breaking-
track have to be provided in order to get an adequate number of 
samples for all soil-types. Because of the mechanical principle 
of pin stamps for the placement marks, the system can only run 
with the same cell-wheel and driving-velocity at the moment.

The results of the experiments show, that higher velocities 
and drop heights lead, as expected, to higher variations of seed 
placement. The reason for this might be the increasing kinetic 
energy (Ekin) because of increasing potential energy (Epot) due 
to the drop height and increasing kinetic energy because of inc-
reasing velocity. This energy has to be absorbed when the seed 
hits the soil. The absorption can lead to a movement of the seed 
in form of rolling or jumping which increases with increasing 
energy of course. The intensity of jumping and rolling is strictly 
depending on soil properties which might lead to a deforming 
(ductile collision) or movement (elastic collision).  

Experimental site for measurement of seed-placement 
deviation

Fig. 1
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The problem about this result is that the deviation of seed 
placement cannot be referred to one single factor, because the 
position of the seed was measured after its halt. According to 
[6] and [8] the drop parabola has a signifi cant infl uence on de-
viation of seed placement as well as movement of the seeds on 
the soil. Therefore the results have to be interpreted as the sum 
of the factors „properties of drop-parabola“ and „movement of 
the seed on the soil“ and can’t be separated from each other 
with the current systems’ confi guration.

Conclusions 

The results of the experiments show that cell-wheel velocity 
and drop-height of the seed have a signifi cant infl uence on the 
quality of seed placement. Reduction of velocity, in order to 
achieve adequate results, is not an option for farmers, because 
of decrease in acreage. The only option is a reduction of drop 
height, which is depending on properties of the precision see-
der and its specifi c design.

Further experiments have to fi gure out the infl uence of the 
single factors „drop parabola“ and „movement of the seed on 
the soil“, because it is not possible to separate them from each 
other at the moment. In addition the infl uence of coverers has 
to be tested as well as the infl uence of press wheels on the po-
sition of the seed after placement. Appropriate results require 
the test of several different seeders of course, in order to get 
general results. 

Sugar beet seeds are formed to spheres by coating so the 
results of these experiments cannot be transferred to other 
seeds (e.g. maize). A general conclusion on all seeds would re-
quire more experiments with seeds of different surfaces, geo-
metrical forms, size and mass.  
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Deviation of seed-placement in relation to cell-wheel velocity and 
drop-height; error-bars indicate single-value of standard-error
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